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We live on an urban planet1. Human behaviour and values 
in cities are affecting, and may even drive, the future of 
global sustainability2. As societies have become more 

globalized, dynamic and transient, planning for the sustainable city 
of tomorrow has become an elusive, and some argue even futile3 
endeavour. Global urban science remains fragmented and discon-
nected from global and local policy4,5 and planning, highlighting the 
need for new tools and data to advance understanding of complex 
urban dynamics, and to support decision-making for sustainability 
transformations. A key question then is what new heuristics and 
data sources can help us capture the growing complexity of social–
ecological–technological interactions in cities6 to help build a new 
global urban science4,7 and provide new knowledge for improving 
decision-making towards more-sustainable urban futures6,8.

In the era of information and communications technology 
(ICT), the Internet of Things (IoT), many types of big data, and 
ubiquitous technology at our fingertips, urban geolocated data from 
social media promises to expand our understanding not only of 
where people are and what they do, but also what they value (Fig. 1).  
Human behaviour and values are critical to align sustainability 
planning and policy with the needs and interests of residents9. Near-
real-time dynamic observations on unprecedented scales — city, 
regional and global — are now within reach (Box 1). While research 
using data from social media such as Twitter, Instagram and Flickr 
has steadily grown in different scientific domains — such as digital 
humanities, urban ecology, epidemiology, tourism, disaster man-
agement and marketing — comprehensive accounts on the use of 
geolocated big data from social media for sustainable city planning 
are still rare. To our knowledge, to date no paper has reviewed the 
literature to synthesize the opportunities and challenges that SMD 
pose to sustainability research and provide examples of how sci-
entists and practitioners are using SMD to advance sustainability 
goals. This is a consequential omission since more-liveable, healthy 
and prosperous human settlements in the twenty-first century can-
not be attained with the planning tools of the twentieth-century city.

Here, we review evidence of SMD-based research carried out 
over the past decade, and discuss SMD as a critical component of 
big data (Fig. 2) and its applications for different spheres of sus-
tainable urban development. We consider sustainable develop-
ment to be grounded in the three-pronged approach suggested in 
the Brundtland Report (http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.
htm), but take into account more recent iterations put forward in 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development10. We identify dis-
tinct advantages of SMD over traditional research methods and 
explicitly consider how SMD can aid the pursuit of environmental, 
public health, social equity, infrastructural and economic goals in 
cities. Next to untapped opportunities, the analysis reveals crosscut-
ting challenges to the usability and reliability of SMD in scientific 
research (Box 2). We demonstrate that although constraints such as 
missing demographics, exiguous locative data, volatility of social-
media behaviour, and privacy concerns are pervasive, they are not 
unsurmountable (Table 1, see also Supplementary Information, sec-
tion C). As SMD are becoming increasingly integrated in human life 
and urban governance, an overt appreciation of their promise and 
limitations has implications for sustainability research over the next 
decade and the implementation and monitoring of the global 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Emerging opportunities
Our review of over one hundred SMD-focused publications 
(Supplementary Information, section A) reveals that SMD hold 
promise for urban-sustainability research and planning across five 
interconnected spheres of action: environmental sustainability, 
public health, social equity, mobility and economic development. 
Spatial and semantic information from SMD have, so far, effectively 
allowed scientists to study park visitation and its determinants in 
New York City (United States)11, predict floods in the city of York 
in the United Kingdom12, detect depression across metropolitan 
areas in the United States13, uncover potential unintended social 
outcomes of urban renewal in Johannesburg, South Africa14, esti-
mate travel demand analysis in Chicago, United States15, and relate 
housing prices to specific points of interest in Shenzhen, China16. 
While SMD-based research is not inherently superior to traditional 
social-science research approaches, which propelled much of the 
twentieth-century city, it offers new heuristics and data sources for 
understanding human behaviour and values in cities. The sheer 
volume, limited cost, rapid collection times, granularity and range 
of participants that SMD afford are already revolutionizing sustain-
ability research both in terms of research methods and the sort of 
questions that scientists can ask (Fig. 1). Here, we present recent 
examples of specific applications of SMD to the study of cities but 
also acknowledge that this is the first wave of urban SMD research: 
much work has still to be done to consolidate it into a reputable sub-
field of sustainability science (Box 3).
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A voluminous and complex amount of information — ‘big data’ — from social media such as Twitter and Flickr is now ubiqui-
tous and of increasing interest to researchers studying human behaviour in cities. Yet the value of social-media data (SMD) for 
urban-sustainability research is still poorly understood. Here, we discuss key opportunities and challenges for the use of SMD 
by sustainability scholars in the natural and social sciences as well as by practitioners making daily decisions about urban sys-
tems. Evidence suggests that the vast scale and near-real-time observation are unique advantages of SMD and that solutions 
to most SMD challenges already exist.
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Environmental sustainability
Assessing the full value of regulating ecosystem services (for exam-
ple, flood control or heat mitigation), provisioning ecosystem ser-
vices (for example, food and water), and cultural ecosystem services 
(for example, aesthetic appreciation, spiritual enrichment and cog-
nitive development) is key to environmental planning and sustain-
ability policy17,18. Although progress has been made on assessing the 
value of regulating and provisioning services19, the non-material 
benefits people derive from proximity to healthy ecosystems are 
yet to be adequately acknowledged in either research or policy20. 
Equally important are questions of what makes initiatives such as 
nature-based recreation or the development of new urban parks 
successful and how we can use this knowledge to inform future 
urban and landscape planning efforts.

Geolocated Flickr photographs have effectively been used to 
quantify nature-based tourism and recreation worldwide21 and in the 
United States22–24, and have been found to be a reliable proxy for visi-
tation. Measuring park visitation and its underlying drivers in cities is 
even more critical given that few reliable monitoring mechanisms to 
gain this information exist to date. SMD have showed promise in fill-
ing this gap. Researchers have used crowdsourced data from Twitter 
and Flickr to develop rapid indicators for park access and visitation in 
New York City11 and Minneapolis, Minnesota25 and to study human 
use of and interaction with urban green spaces in Birmingham, 
United Kingdom26. SMD from Instagram have also enabled studies 
of how people use and perceive urban green spaces in Copenhagen, 
Denmark27 as well as how they engage with different social activities 
in neighbourhood plazas and green spaces in New York City28.

Compared to costly and time-consuming traditional observation 
methods, in which researchers need to be physically present and 
observe who visits urban parks and how and when visitors use dif-
ferent park spaces and facilities, or distribute lengthy surveys, SMD 
offer a convenient method for tele-observation and provide valuable 
knowledge for municipal green-space planning and the deployment 
of targeted investments citywide.

Climate change adaptation and disaster-risk reduction is yet 
another emerging field of SMD-based sustainability research29 
with important implications for pressing real-world challenges. 
Geolocated tweets have allowed scientists to model social activity 
during earthquakes30, wild fires31, rainstorms32 and floods33,34 as well 
as combine tweets with remote-sensing data to assess flood-related 
transportation infrastructure damage35. SMD can also usefully sup-
port spatial planning for flood evacuation based on people’s pref-
erences of specific shelter locations33. Using Twitter data on the 
socio-spatial interactions in New York during Hurricane Sandy in 
2012 (ref. 36), researchers identified what seems to be an important 
property of SMD — even a small subset of big data can throw light 
on larger spatial patterns of social activities.

Gauging public sentiment and perception of climate change is 
yet another key sphere of sustainability research in which SMD is 
helping social scientists to make progress. Sentiment analysis using 
big data from Sina Weibo — the alternative to Twitter in China — 
has revealed a possible disconnect between perception of climate 
change as a global issue and its local implications37. In the United 
States, Twitter-based SMD analysis showed that climate change 
skepticism is overshadowed by climate change awareness discussions  

How do protests
evolve100? How do people use

and perceive urban
nature11,25–28?

Where do people
like to dine61,63? 

How do communities
respond to natural
disasters29–36? 

What are people’s
everyday travel
trajectories53–58? Which parks and

green spaces are
most popular21–25? 

Can we predict poverty
based on types of

neighbourhood retail51? 

What features make
open public space
successful61,62? 

Which metropolitan areas
are most likely to suffer
from depression13,44–46? 

Does water quality
affect tourism24? 

Where do people
like to shop54,64? 

How do people perceive
spatial segregation49–51? 

How do neighbourhood food
environments influence

food choices40–42?

Which urban areas
are prone to crime108?

Fig. 1 | The wide range of emerging opportunities for urban-sustainability research provided by big data from social media. Evidence points to the 
promise of social-media data (SMD) for addressing key questions in five established domains of sustainability research: environmental sustainability 
(questions in green), public health (questions in orange), social equity (questions in violet), mobility (questions in blue), and economic development 
(questions in red). Large-scale, publicly available SMD on how people navigate, perceive, and respond to man-made and natural landscapes allows the 
investigation of human–environmental relationships in greater depth. SMD provide researchers and decision-makers with fresh insights into what makes 
open public spaces successful (refs 61,62), what travel trajectories people pursue every day (refs 53–58), how communities respond to natural disasters  
(refs 29–36), which metropolitan areas are more prone to depression (refs 13,44–46), and how neighbourhood environments influence food choices (refs 40–42), 
among other consequential topics for sustainability planning discussed in the text. Image credit: Taylor Drake.
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and that climate activists have played a key role in making this sen-
timent dominant within the platform38. These analyses have also 
underscored that climate change can be perceived as a larger threat 
than a single event which triggers a social media discussion, and 
that some topics, such as Hurricane Sandy, can persist in social-
media discussions long after the one-off event.

Public health
Evaluating how the interplay between social and physical environ-
ments affects public health in cities remains a core research chal-
lenge39. Geographers have already begun to use SMD from Twitter 
to map the prevalence of unhealthy food outlets in the United 
States40, explore the extent to which food environments influence 
food choices41, and predict obesity rates in the United States42. 
Analysing SMD within a single US state, medical professionals were 
also able to detect a strong positive relationship between alcohol-
related tweets and alcohol-related emergency visits43, pointing to 
the potential for real-time prediction (using SMD) of surges in 
emergency visits to hospitals. Additionally, in China, researchers 
have been able to infer air quality and particulate matter concentra-
tions from microblogging activity and posts’ semantic content, with 
the strongest correlations found for the megacity of Beijing.

SMD also appear to lend themselves well to analyses of psy-
chological wellbeing in urban areas. For instance, public-health 
researchers have used data-mining and content-analysis techniques 
to examine the correlation between place and happiness, based 
on specific words found in tweets44, and used GIS and advanced 
text-mining algorithms to uncover spatial clusters of Twitter users 
expressing feelings associated with clinical depression in the met-
ropolitan area encompassing New York, Newark and Jersey City13 
and in metropolitan areas across the United States13,45. At a finer 
scale, geotagged Twitter data have also helped scientists to uncover 
composite geographies of happiness, diet and physical activity. In 
New York City, this revealed East Harlem and Chinatown as the 
census tracts with the lowest happiness scores46, while in Brisbane, 
Australia, this technique enabled the study of physical activity pat-
terns of mothers of primary-school-aged children47.

Social equity
Urban inequality research has been useful but not sufficient in 
attempts to fully understand how deepening socio-economic and 
ethnic divides48 are entrenched and socially reproduced through 

physical space and everyday life. The continuous stream of people’s 
shared thoughts, trajectories and experiences in urban space make 
SMD a useful asset for social-equity research in cities.

GIS scientists have used geotagged Twitter data to re-examine 
the socio-spatial divide between east and west neighbourhoods in 
Louisville, United States49. Findings from the SMD-based spatial 
analysis revealed less-rigid physical boundaries between wealthy 
and disadvantaged population enclaves and challenged monolithic 
demarcations purported in local discourses. Geotagged tweets also 
proved useful for mapping the spatial distribution of different eth-
nic groups in London50 and how this geography varies during day 
and night throughout the city. This newly uncovered spatial distri-
bution of the city’s ethnic communities added useful information 
to traditional, static data available from electoral registers. Also in 
London, SMD from Foursquare — a social-media platform that 
allows users to share their current location — have effectively been 
used to predict neighbourhood deprivation51.

By offering an up-to-date glance over evolving social practices 
in inner cities and changing perceptions of danger and decay, SMD 
can help anticipate, and potentially plan for, creative-class-driven 
gentrification and displacement. In Johannesburg, researchers have 
used SMD from Instagram to reveal how suburban youth and cre-
ative-class individuals are increasingly accessing the city through 
neighbourhood exploration practices such as ‘Instawalks’14, driven 
by and driving the expansion of urban-redevelopment projects.

urban mobility
Transportation planning is a major branch of city and regional 
planning and has a central role in the development of healthier and 
more-equitable urban regions. With the advent of low-cost global 
positioning system (GPS) navigators and ubiquitous mobile tech-
nology, real-time transportation planning is coming within reach. 
GIS scientists in Beijing52 have, for instance, devised a method for 
the automated extraction of road maps from user-generated geo-
graphic information, combining GPS trajectories from special 
vehicles and geolocated Flickr data to derive road attributes. This 
approach promises a rapid, low-cost method to keep urban road-
maps up-to-date and amend them in real time.

The surge of geolocated SMD over the past decade points to 
new possibilities to investigate human mobility. By combining 
crowdsourced content from Flickr, TripAdvisor and Uber, research-
ers have developed navigation tools suggesting customized route 

Box 1 | Social-media data and sustainability planning at a global scale

Implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development re-
quires planning for sustainability at a global scale. Building more-
efficient, equitable and sustainable urban systems — the focus of 
SDG 11 — on a globalized and networked planet warrants data 
collection and analysis that traverse political boundaries and local 
jurisdictions. At present, an adequate data infrastructure that can 
support global sustainability planning is lacking. Evidence from 
recent research suggests that big data from social media can aid 
the development of large-scale social–ecological analyses. Over 
500 million tweets and 1.7 million Flickr images are posted around 
the world every day by 310 million and 90 million active users 
respectively.

At the global scale, researchers have successfully used geotagged 
Flickr data to measure visitation of recreation areas outside 
cities6,104 and identify popular urban areas of interest105 with 
datasets ranging between 7.6 million and 197 million images and 
sample populations between 13,900 and 1 million participants. 
Geographic and textual data from Twitter aided analyses of urban 
mobility resilience106, global mobility patterns41, and geographical 
awareness107 with datasets between 3.7 million and 944 million 

tweets and sample populations between 213,000 and 13 million. 
Social-media data (SMD) have thus enabled the analysis of 
hundreds of naturalistic areas in tandem and the simultaneous 
comparative analysis of thousands of cities. Considering that 
tweet location can be derived for over 20 million Twitter users59, 
there is a largely untapped potential to use SMD for global urban 
sustainability research.

At the national and regional scales, researchers have used SMD 
from Flickr, Instagram and Panoramio to assess highly valued 
recreation locations in Europe and the United States7,108 and post-
disaster tourism recovery in the Philippines109. While not at global 
scales, datasets in these studies range between 71,000 and 78 
million geotagged photos. SMD from Twitter and Sina Weibo (the 
parallel microblogging platform to Twitter in China) have been 
used to examine nationwide air pollution in China, Italy and the 
United States110–112, healthy food access in the United States24,26, 
attitudes toward climate change in China and the United States, 
pace of life in cities113 and sentiments in shrinking and expanding 
urban areas in the United States114. Sample sizes in these studies 
range from 148,000 to 2.5 million tweets (or Sina Weibo posts).
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sequences to travellers in Atlanta and Chicago (both in the United 
States)53. Geotagged Twitter posts have also allowed transportation 
analysts to develop an agent-based model of urban activity patterns 
(for example, home, work, eating, shopping and so on)54 and derive 
the trajectories of individual social-media users, identifying their 
home and activity centers55. By analysing textual SMD from Twitter 
through data mining and machine learning, urban-planning schol-
ars have shed light on how the way transit agencies communicate 
about public transit can reinforce stigma and negative perceptions 
and affect future infrastructure investments56.

Furthermore, geolocated Flickr posts have been used to identify 
and predict the most popular routes to major points of interest by 
tourists in Florence (Italy), Glasgow (United Kingdom) and San 

Francisco (United states)57. This has led to a better understanding 
of how and why people choose different routes and transportation 
modalities to reach their destinations in cities, and thus has the 
potential to inform broader pedestrian- and public-space planning 
efforts. Using a large two-year dataset of geolocated Twitter activity 
in the Borough of Manhattan in New York City, computer scientists 
have effectively extracted crowd-mobility patterns and determined 
how these shape different functional regions at different hours during 
the day and over the week58. Based on first applications to the metro-
politan areas of Pittsburg and Philadelphia (both in Pennsylvania), 
urban transportation researchers have also underscored how big 
data from Twitter can provide an effective low-cost tool to monitor 
traffic incidents on urban highways and arterial roads.

Social media

Year
1970 1980

Remote sensing: LANDSAT, ASTER

Mobile devices

GPS satellites and devices

Public open data

Wi-Fi and cellular 
radio technology

LIDAR systems 
become popular

LANDSAT 

1990 2000 2010 2020

First mobile phone

US census bureau
CENDATA online

EU Inspire
directive

US open government
directive

US geospatial platform

NYC open-data law

Open NY e.O.95
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Snapchat

Google+
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Open-Street-Map

YouTube
Panoramio

Foursquare
Sina Weibo
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Facebook
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Fig. 2 | Evolution of key big-data sources and technologies, and the rise of social-media data. The evolving data landscape over the past few decades 
demonstrates the increasing availability of location-based social, infrastructural, and landscape and biophysical data. Data availability is key to tracking progress 
on the global SDGs and on local targets and goals in urban-sustainability plans, increasingly requiring high-resolution data both temporally and spatially. SMD 
represent a major new phase in our ability to understand links between human behaviour, values and preferences and infrastructural, climatological and other 
core components of urban, peri-urban and rural systems that are important for driving transformative sustainability changes. LANDSAT, Land Remote-Sensing 
Satellite (System); LIDAR, Light Detection and Ranging; ASTER, Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer; MODIS, Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer; GPS, Global Positioning System; FOC, full operational capability satellites; IOV, In-Orbit Validation satellites; GIOVE, 
Galileo In-Orbit Validation Element; GLONASS, Global Navigation Satellite System; NAVSTAR, Navigation Satellite Time and Ranging.
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At the global scale, Twitter SMD have been effectively deployed 
to map international mobility flows between countries59, and Flickr 
SMD have been used to capture mobility flows between global cit-
ies60, allowing researchers to distinguish between residents and local 
and international tourists. This is important because inferring local 
societal needs and mobility patterns based on SMD, without consid-
ering the sociodemographic characteristics and provenance of SMD 
users, can lead to misplaced needs assessments and interventions in 
global cities such as New York and London.

Economic development
In many cities, especially large globally connected urban hubs, tour-
ism makes up an important part of the local economy and thus 
mayors are keen on understanding which cultural programmes and 
activities attract the most visitors. SMD can be a promising source 
for developing decision-support tools to this end. Foursquare data 
has, for example, allowed researchers to identify the nineteen most 
successful urban plazas in eight cities in Alicante, Spain61 and related 
determinants, such as proximity to historical centres and major 

transportation axes. Twitter data have showed promise in inform-
ing urban smart tourism in the United States. In San Francisco, in 
the United States, semantic and geographic analysis of tweets and 
their visual attachments has allowed assessment of where tourists 
are in the city and what attractions and events they find appealing 
and talk most about62.

SMD have proved useful for examining commercial activity 
in cities by enabling the tracking of chains of everyday consump-
tion activities (for example, travel, fitness, food, cinema and so 
on)54 as well as use of specific subsets of commercial establish-
ments, such as restaurants. Researchers in China, for example, 
used GIS and geolocated crowdsourced data from a consumer 
review website (dianping.com) to identify popular restaurant 
destinations in the city of Hangzhou63. Interestingly, most popu-
lar restaurants were found in mixed-use, easily accessible urban 
neighbourhoods. This kind of research is meaningful not just 
for tourism purposes but also for optimizing catering logistics, 
reducing unnecessary food waste, and informing overall strate-
gies of urban economic development.

Box 2 | Emergent opportunities and challenges for sustainability research based on social-media data

1. Opportunities
Human-environment relationships. Social-media data (SMD) 
can help researchers to assess the value people place on nature 
and capture non-material benefits, such as aesthetic or spiritual 
enrichment, derived from proximity to healthy ecosystems. 
A combination of geolocated text and picture SMD enables 
measurement of green spaces’ popularity and visitation drivers 
across city, regional and international scales. Analyses of SMD 
during extreme weather events and natural disasters can support 
the fine-tuning of climate resiliency planning and disaster-
response models and interventions.
Public health. Geolocated SMD reveal how people feel, move and 
make choices in space. Content and location of microblogging 
activity can throw light on how the built environment affects 
healthy food choices and physical activity, as well as on where 
the highest incidence of depression and alcohol abuse among the 
urban population is.
Social equity. The granularity of SMD enables the study of how 
social inequalities and uneven access to urban amenities play out 
in space and time and change over the course of the day and night 
in a city. SMD have proved useful in uncovering how boundaries 
of socio-spatial segregation are socially constructed and why the 
spatial contours of socioeconomic and ethnic divides may be less 
fixed than is commonly thought.
Mobility. SMD with location information offer new insights 
into pedestrian mobility, allowing the detection of people’s 
travel trajectories as well as the path most travelled between two 
destinations. International SMD-generated travel trajectories can 
reveal users’ home locations, helping distinguish social-media 
users who are locals from those who are tourists. Geolocated SMD 
can also support the real-time production, revision and update of 
city road maps.

Economic development. SMD can be used to track consumption 
practices (for example, travel, fitness, food, entertainment and so on) 
during the day and week and detect recurrent patterns of commercial 
activity. SMD can assist researchers in mapping regional shopping 
flows to inform future location of retail centres. Geolocated SMD 
can also support investigations of built environment and economic 
determinants of tourism and the identification of popular urban 
attractions, public plazas and restaurants.

2. Challenges
Population. Participation in social media continues to grow but 
is not universal. The makeup of microblogging communities 
greatly varies across demographics (for example, age, gender, 
ethnicity, nationality), resulting in unrepresentative SMD sample 
populations. Hyperactive bloggers overshadowing the voice of less 
active ones, unaccounted share of posts from nonhuman accounts, 
or unknown link between number of accounts and real-world 
individuals can skew SMD samples.
Location. The proportion of SMD with associated geographic 
coordinates is still small, while manually added locations can 
be erroneous or ambiguous. SMD is, thus, not a straightforward 
proxy for human activities in space and requires corroboration by 
other sources. Inferring places’ importance from the availability 
or density of geolocated content is also problematic. Not all places 
and activities are suited for microblogging and the interests of 
habitual visitors can greatly differ from those of newcomers.
Sentiments. Use of sarcasm, metaphors and colloquial language can 
lead to misinterpretation of SMD content. The extraction of meaning 
from textual SMD is challenging due to possible mismatches between 
people’s real and broadcasted opinions and actions. Statements 
classified as ‘neutral’ make up the majority of SMD, which hinders 
the extrapolation of positive or negative sentiments.
Time. The time-frame within which SMD are retrieved influences 
both data content and data quantity. Some social trends are 
ephemeral and related to one-off events, while others are tied to 
weekly or seasonal activities. Trends of sentiments and opinions can 
also be volatile and diverge from one sampling period to another.
Ethics. Threats to privacy in SMD research can arise when 
collating user metadata from multiple sites, using the support of 
data analysts unfamiliar with ethical norms in human-subjects 
research, or sharing un-anonymized data with third parties. 
Selective access to SMD can affect who does SMD research and 
the type of questions being asked.
Data analysis. As other big-data sources, SMD research can 
be affected by patternicity, or the detection of false patterns. 
Corroboration of findings can be difficult since the same dataset 
is rarely accessible to different independent research teams. The 
massive, networked, unstructured, real-time nature of SMD also 
poses computational challenges.
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Table 1 | SMD crosscutting challenges and possible strategies to address them

Challenge Possible strategies

Representation of 
population

Use multiple sources of data 
Correct platform-specific and proxy population biases 
Derive metadata from profile descriptions 
Use demographic collators 
Develop models able to isolate the most-active users contributing to a specific activity pattern 
Use facial recognition algorithms Use filters or algorithms for detecting non-human accounts  
Adopt new statistical methods for generalization from unrepresentative samples 
Use local-authority censuses and total empirical annual visitor user-days for parks visitation

Representation of activities Activity pattern-recognition model to predict missing activities 
Rich record on both sayings and doings 
Use of datasets from multiple social-network sites 
Make explicit the limitations of each sample used  
Check for correspondence between surveyed and SMD-derived visits 
Untangle psychosocial from platform-driven behaviour

Representation of space Distinguish different cities with the same name and dissimilar semantics 
Individually analyse images with upload location errors 
Produce results for the whole city and for individual neighbourhoods 
Collapse all single-user photos taken within a given radius to a single arithmetically centred point 
Consider new units of analysis, estimating the visitation probability of a place 
Use images, textual metadata and full-text geocoders 
Use the image user’s traces on other social-media platforms 
Use social-network analysis, considering the density of retweets 
Borrow search techniques from artifical intelligence, information retrieval and natural-language processing

Representation of 
sentiments

Use statistical cluster analysis 
Use an opinion-bias detection model 
Analyse words out of context 
Collect contextual information about users’ choices, goals and activities 
Include participatory research methods, mixed-method research design and action research 
Use social-network analysis for level and frequency of connections between individuals

Temporality Develop new tools to measure and monitor the resilience of social and geographic ties 
Treat Social Media Data (SMD) as an imperfect continuous panel survey 
Ensure consistent availability and update of large datasets

Ethics and privacy Anonymize data and ensure that no interaction with the individuals in the sample takes place 
Use only geo-tagged and time-stamped information without accessing personal details 
Assess how SMD research complies with Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines or other country- or discipline-specific codes of ethics 
Secure data and resolve ownership and Internet protocol (IP) addresses issues 
Host data-download applications on a restricted access website 
Use more-integrated analytical tools with privacy protection 
Re-conceptualize privacy

Data access and data 
quality

Integrate qualitative studies of cultures of large-scale, quantitative data 
Identify specific aspects of the behaviour of proprietary systems to begin reporting biases 
Quantify biases, showing results for more than one platform and for time-separated datasets from the same platform 
Combine user-generated with other datasets 
Use metadata to assess data quality

Data analysis Make explicit the limits of possible questions and interpretations 
Ensure transparent research methods 
Use metadata management to evaluate the quality and trustworthiness of SMD 
Set uniform units of analysis and data formats across institutions and software 
Use a system integrating heterogeneous social-media feeds 
Build multidisciplinary research teams combining expertise in geography, computational social sciences, linguistics and computer science 
Deploy automatic semantic analysis to support manual coding 
Have independent raters score multiple records, across various categories and data sources 
Use distributed file-storage systems and NoSQL (Not only Structured Query Language) databases to overcome storage challenges 
Use parallel computing and data indexing for large-scale spatial queries 
Use machine learning and massive social-network analysis to reduce SMD complexity

Validation Use mixed-methods approaches including ethnographic, statistical and computational 
Validate land-use and social-dynamics clustering models with personal interviews and surveys 
Validate land-use maps derived from geotagged tweets by using real land-use data provided by city planning departments, and test 
them in different cities 
Replicate studies and try to falsify and test them in different cities 
Make failed studies visible 
Compare results obtained using new and existing research methods (on the same data set) 
Use two or more distinct data sets to corroborate findings on new social phenomena 
Create a framework for sharing, citing, and reusing big data

Source: The authors, based on review of current literature on the topics (for a detailed analysis of each strategy please refer to the Supplementary Information). Some strategies can be deployed to address 
multiple challenges.
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At the regional scale, geolocated tweets have proved a reliable 
source of data to study shopping flows in the city of Leeds, United 
Kingdom64. SMD results were validated through consumer survies 
and geolocated data from a mobile-phone service provider, and 
issues of data sparsity were addressed by allowing for multiple trips 
per SMD user. Among other applications, this kind of SMD research 
can help local administrations plan for future retail centres and their 
related transportation networks. In Shenzhen, China, SMD have 
showed promise in aiding housing-market research. Analysis of Sina 
Weibo posts enabled prediction of housing prices based on the type 
and number of points of interest (for example, green spaces, public 
transit stations, hospitals and business facilities) located nearby.

Crosscutting challenges
SMD show clear promise for advancing urban-sustainability 
research and planning, but it is important to acknowledge limitations  
of this source of geographic data as well. Based on our comprehen-
sive literature review (see Supplementary Information for methods 
and further details on results), these limitations include unequal 
representation of real population, inaccurate geolocation, mis-
matches between stated opinions and real-world behaviour, linguis-
tic ambiguities, temporality of phenomena broadcasted through 
social media, privacy protection, research ethics, data access, data 
interoperability, and cultural resistance to the use of SMD in social 
research, among other limitations. Here we discuss each of these 
challenges separately and highlight possible solutions.

Sample population. Equating numbers of social-media accounts 
with numbers of people is one common pitfall that scholars using 
big data from social media face in their research65. The issue is prob-
lematic because a single user can have more than one account, and a 
single account can be used by more than one individual. In addition,  
not all social-media accounts are equally active. For instance, inac-
tive Twitter accounts represent about 47% of all registered users, 
with 330 million monthly active users in 2017 (ref. 66). Potential 

influence of automated accounts known as botnets is yet another 
source of concern since some datasets might contain large volumes 
of non-human posts such as advertisements or election-campaign 
retweets67,68. Reliable techniques that can help researchers to isolate 
user-generated data69 from other content, and assess their credibil-
ity70, are needed in future SMD research.

Knowing who produces SMD is essential if SMD are to advance 
sustainability research, yet social-media accounts are often devoid of 
basic demographic data such as age, ethnicity, gender, education, resi-
dency, income and occupation. Software known as demographic col-
lators offer one way to retrieve these data by combining information 
from multiple sites and accounts for a given user65,71. This approach, 
however, can lead to privacy concerns and the retrieval of sensitive 
information that was not intended for public dissemination72.

The usability of SMD as a reliable proxy for the general popula-
tion also presents a challenge for SMD-based research. For instance, 
Instagram and Pinterest users are mostly young women, with 
Instagram appealing more to urban, African-American and Latina 
users73. Similarly, the most-active Twitter accounts tend to belong 
to young, African-American, and urban or suburban residents74. 
The emerging field of signature social science71 and user profiling 
allows the weighting of social-media content in relation to differ-
ent demographic parameters and this is one approach to reducing 
bias70 in SMD samples. Validation through non-SMD records, when 
available, has likewise proven effective when testing SMD as a proxy 
for visitation rates of public parks in the United States22 and world-
wide75. In addition, combining multiple sources of SMD76, as well as 
SMD with other sources of big data77, can help overcome the bias 
that affects each micro-blogging platform individually.

More broadly, SMD population bias is related to access to and 
use of the Internet, which is negatively correlated with age and pov-
erty78. With the increase in mobile-device ownership and its decou-
pling from socio-economic status51, disparities in Internet access 
have, however, greatly diminished. In the United States, Internet 
users now represent over 88% of the population79, and people who 

Box 3 | Critical insights for future research

Emergent research using social-media data (SMD) is charting a 
new terrain in urban sustainability science. Our review of the first 
wave of SMD explorations, however, suggests that this field has yet 
to reach the degree of maturity necessary to noticeably influence 
the outcomes of sustainable-development actions. We offer five 
critical insights for advancing applied SMD scholarship:

•	 Data versus outcomes. The bulk of existing SMD research is 
focused on describing behaviour and human–environmen-
tal interactions rather than changing them. To more squarely 
put SMD in service of the global 2030 Sustainable Develop-
ment Agenda and its implementation, the next phase of SMD 
studies should explore new kinds of research designs aimed 
at interventions and evaluations of SMD-aided sustainability 
planning practices.

•	 Research design. Few studies combine multiple data-collection 
methods to corroborate SMD-derived findings. While SMD 
allows for generalizations at an unprecedented scale, explanatory 
sequential mixed-method research designs — whereby quanti-
tative-data collection is followed by qualitative-data collection 
and analysis — would help SMD researchers to test assumptions 
about how urban systems work and behave in a more robust 
fashion. This will allow researchers to identify entry points for 
sustainability transitions with improved confidence.

•	 Impact on planning practices. Existing SMD research rarely 
gauges the impact of SMD-derived knowledge on actual urban 

policies and plans. This makes it difficult to appreciate the 
value that SMD adds to city and regional planning efforts. The 
next phase of SMD studies should critically explore and com-
pare multiple instances of SMD adoption in real-world city 
planning and local resilience action planning processes.

•	 Focus on interactions. While most SMD publications exhibit 
elements of interdisciplinary science, few use a systemic per-
spective as an organizing principle of research. Current SMD 
research helps to amplify and advance knowledge on specific 
topics, but misses opportunities to use SMD to expose the 
interactions between different, and often competing, sustain-
able development goals in the context of complex urban sys-
tems. Future SMD works can enter this space by building on 
recent scholarship on the interplay between the 17 SDGs con-
stituting the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

•	 Images versus tools. Scholars experimenting with SMD in dif-
ferent domains of sustainability research have yielded stunning 
new representations of human activity in space and probed 
new ways of mapping complex social webs. Although images 
have the power to unsettle and reorient collective attitudes or 
beliefs, they fall short on providing equitable long-term struc-
tures for planning and decision-making. What new planning, 
design, and decision-support tools can be developed using 
SMD and how SMD can be woven into existing decision-
support systems (for example, Hazus in the United States) are 
questions SMD researchers can already address.
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use at least one social-media platform make up more than 69% of 
all Internet users80. In less-industrialized nations, big data from 
microblogging are still at the early stages of proliferation. In some 
countries, there are parallel local platforms, such as Sina Weibo, 
which replace international ones and limit opportunities for global 
SMD research.

locating human behaviour
Part of the allure of big data, including that of SMD, is the prospect 
of asking a wider range of spatially explicit sustainability questions 
at an unprecedented scale. Most social media, in fact, allow one to 
either manually select a place label from where one posts a message 
or a picture, or have it automatically added through geolocation 
services via GPS, cell towers, Wi-Fi points or the device’s internet 
protocol (IP) address.

Microblogging posts with latitude and longitude coordinates 
still represent a small fraction of the total volume of SMD; 1–3% of 
all tweets67,81 and approximately 3% of all Flickr images82 are geo-
located. Paucity of geolocated SMD could be due to the fact that 
people are able or willing to share only a limited subset of locations83 
and that location services are turned off by default on most social-
media applications. Emerging approaches to increase the number 
of geolocated texts and pictures include automated text-based geo-
localization that extrapolates location from toponyms appearing in 
tweets or picture tags84, user-profile information85, user uploading 
and tagging patterns86, friends’ locations87, time zones88 or a com-
bination of multiple geo-indicators89. So far, most methods have 
proven effective for low-resolution analyses, accurate to the city 
or state level, with localization accuracies ranging between 30 km 
(ref. 89) and 160 km (ref. 90). Some recent studies have been able to 
achieve neighbourhood-scale granularity91 and resolutions as high 
as 145 metres (ref. 92).

Besides possible content-ambiguity challenges with user-input 
locations, acquired coordinates can also be inaccurate. This may 
be due to a voluntary or involuntary interruption of connectivity at 
the time a post is shared. Such mismatches may affect the validity 
of SMD-based spatial analyses. One strategy to circumvent inaccu-
rate locations is to set a buffer accounting for nearby upload loca-
tions rather than use only precise locations27. One can also combine 
information from multiple platforms by, for instance, using textual 
information from tweets to estimate geolocation of Flickr images93.

Gaps between real and stated locations can be captured by, for 
instance, comparing user-selected labels with GPS data or pre-
dicted locations. These gaps can be approached not as an inac-
curacy to rectify but as an important source of cognitive and 
behavioural information. Locations of tags and user-provided 
metadata can thus be viewed not so much in terms of precise loca-
tions but, rather, as forms of different expressions of one’s ‘spatial 
self ’ through social media94.

As discussed previously, geolocated SMD offer a reliable proxy 
for real-world visitation for some tourist and recreation destinations 
around the world. As such, researchers may be tempted to make 
inferences about the popularity of certain points of interest within 
a larger area based on SMD points density. When considering SMD 
pictures, for instance, this assumption can be misguiding for at least 
three reasons: there may be large volumes of pictures taken by a 
single photographer75, some activities are less suited to the taking 
of pictures21 and familiarity with a place or the distance travelled 
to visit it influences one’s propensity to photograph it21,75. Although 
researchers have no control over the place of origin of SMD users, 
the single-photographer (and by extension single-tweeter) chal-
lenge can be dealt with through GIS, by collapsing the photos taken 
by a single Flickr user within a given radius to a single arithmeti-
cally centred point75. Researchers can also set thresholds to exclude 
the least-active and most-active tweeters from their data set at the 
outset of the analysis64, to reduce representation bias.

Mapping using demographically unrepresentative data can also 
reproduce spatial segregation and provide an unfair picture of the 
places that matter citywide83. This holds true both for local- and 
global-scale analyses. New York City is one of the top cities in 
the world in terms of number of photographs uploaded on Flickr 
per year — over 1 million — however, even if social-media users 
in Chicago uploaded less than half of the photographs that New 
York City did, the city scored higher in terms of Flickr photograph 
uploads per capita60. The volume of geocoded tweets still greatly 
differs across nations worldwide. The United States, Brazil and 
Indonesia are the top three countries in terms of volume of geo-
located tweets produced, whereas Brazil, Malaysia and Kuwait are 
the top three countries in terms of geolocated tweets produced as 
proportion of the total population of Internet users in each coun-
try. Conversely, Denmark, Norway and China (because of censor-
ship laws) exhibit significantly lower volumes of total geolocated 
tweets produced alongside low penetration of Twitter among 
Internet users95.

Overall, although efforts to assess the pitfalls of using SMD in 
geographic research are still rare, to improve current methods for 
geographic information retrieval, SMD research would benefit from 
borrowing search techniques from artificial intelligence, informa-
tion-retrieval science and natural-language processing96.

Sensing of sentiments and perceptions
How people make sense of and value different places, infrastruc-
tures and events in their everyday lives has profound implications 
for sustainability planning and implementation efforts. But people’s 
stated opinions can greatly differ from their actual thoughts and 
actions97,98. This is particularly critical to acknowledge when using 
sentiment analysis to examine the drivers behind certain social 
behaviours such as the dominant preferences for specific venues 
such as parks and recreational areas24,75, museums99, restaurants51 or 
shopping centers64 as well as tracking the dynamics of the escalation 
of protests100 and public response to natural disasters36 in cities.

Interpreting opinions can be extremely difficult due to the biases 
of social desirability — altering one’s statements and publicly stated 
positions to gain broader social acceptance — or ethical ideology, 
which means altering one’s true position to appear as a person of 
higher ethical standards101. What people say can slightly or substan-
tially differ from what they do, and self-imposed filters can cause peo-
ple to say only what is commonly considered appropriate and safe97.

People can also ‘cheat’ in SMD through the diffusion of misin-
formation or the production of high volumes of tweets and retweets 
on purpose70. Researching the relevance of a given topic or place 
can further be compromised by the invisibility of censored tweets, 
muted through the filtration systems that social media have in 
place. The ability of SMD to reveal what drives public behaviour 
is also limited by the lack of contextual information of the broader 
set of choices, goals, and activities of social-media users, and the 
assumption of universal laws behind sentiments.

Despite these caveats, tweets, pictures and their tags offer a 
novel entry point for uncovering public interests and perceptions of 
space, place and human–nature interactions. Scholars in different 
fields have begun exploring their potential — Flickr tags have been 
probed as a means for studying perception of borders102, the model-
ling of loosely demarcated regions such as ‘Lower East Side’ or the 
‘Alps’103, or the perception of urban landmarks such as the Golden 
Bridge in San Francisco and the High Line of New York City75.

Extrapolating and codifying information through tags, however, 
can be particularly challenging due to linguistic idiosyncrasies, 
diversity of language104 and the use of metaphors and sarcasm40. 
Ambiguity can compromise the effectiveness of research techniques 
such as sentiment analysis, which still lack sound validation pro-
cedures. The majority of posts tend to be scored as ‘neutral’, which 
further hinders analytical efforts105.
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To classify vague or ambivalent words, researchers can consider 
and classify the context within which these are placed45 or perform 
correlations through automatically derived dictionaries through 
unsupervised learning; these capture unconventional words that 
may not be part of dictionaries due to incorrect spelling106. The 
uneasy issue of sentiment scoring and polarity detection (posi-
tive–negative posts) can be addressed through the combination of 
multiple sources of information107,108. For instance, emojis can be 
used to train datasets for text-based analyses or established lexi-
cons can be supplemented with other sentiments scales such as the 
Happiness Index based on the Affective Norms for English Words 
(ANEW) study109. Each approach to sentiment analysis has unique 
advantages and limitations and thus researchers need to be aware 
of their variable suitability in relation to the question asked and the 
specific data106.

Visual-sentiment analysis remains one of the most challenging 
SMD analysis techniques. Analytical strategies include focusing on 
the mid-level attributes of a picture110 and combining visual and 
textual information (for example, tags and descriptions) in super-
vised111 or unsupervised112 techniques.

Temporality of content
The temporality of social-media content (for example, meanings, 
opinions and trends) is yet another potential source of bias in SMD 
research. This is especially the case when studying events that are 
seasonal in nature (for example, summer festivals, farmers’ mar-
kets, and visitation and use of natural areas) or related to a one-off 
episode (for example, strikes, protests, hurricanes or earthquakes), 
all of which unfold within a limited time frame. In addition, social 
norms and opinions can also vary relatively quickly and so can the 
regulatory and filtering practices of social-media companies.

Time is a critical variable affecting the relation between space 
and the meanings attached to it. The specific time of the week, or 
even the time of day, when data are gathered can affect both the 
intensity and typologies of activities observed in a given place113. 
The choice of the sampling period thus simultaneously influences 
data quantity and data content40 and this must be acknowledged 
when considering SMD as a basis for long-term planning strategies 
or policy interventions.

Scholars studying the life of open spaces in cities and naturalistic 
areas thus ought to consider that the amount and nature of SMD 
available in those spaces can substantially vary with changes in 
weather, seasons, and special programmes and events. Given that 
one of the important added values of SMD is that they offer near-
real-time observation of social phenomena, a key task for SMD-
based sustainability research is to ensure the consistent availability 
and update of large datasets114 through which researchers could cor-
roborate or refute preliminary findings worldwide.

Obsolescence of data, however, is a challenge for traditional 
data-collection methods as well, and thoughts and intentions stated 
in surveys, focus groups, or interviews can significantly differ from 
future thoughts and behaviour115. Distinct advantages of SMD in 
terms of temporality are the relative ease of devising longitudinal 
studies, overcoming some of the limitations of traditional cross-sec-
tional research, and informing an adaptive style of environmental 
management — one cognizant of shifts in social behaviour following  
specific public policies or interventions.

Ethical dilemmas
The risk of violating social-media users’ privacy116 is arguably 
among the most debated ethical challenges in the field. Threats to 
privacy could occur either directly — for example, through user-
generated geolocated data94 — or indirectly, through the coupling of 
multiple data sources revealing information that users had no inten-
tion of disclosing72 or sharing data with third parties in collabora-
tive research projects. Social-media users do not grant consent for 

the extraction and circulation of the data they author in any formal 
way, nor do they picture researchers as the intended audience of the 
content they share with relatives, friends and colleagues94. Devising 
effective restrictions and practices that could prevent unethical use 
of spatial and spatially embedded network data is, therefore, key117. 
A useful starting point is the Code of Ethics for GIS profession-
als118, which provides specific indications on privacy protection and 
undue intrusion into the lives of individuals, including through the 
combination of multiple databases.

Ethical challenges stem also from the uncertainty of who is (or 
will be) excluded from accessing SMD. The fact that SMD provid-
ers are primarily large private corporations is troublesome for at 
least three reasons. First, because profit maximization constitutes 
a core principle for those businesses99, price conditions can change 
and make data inaccessible for many researchers and public and 
not-for-profit organizations. Second, researchers can be excluded 
altogether if companies restrict data access to company insiders 
or private businesses only. And, third, restrictions on the sharing 
of data with other research groups can preclude the validation of 
findings through replication, and undermine the reliability of SMD 
research at large69,73.

SMD access is consequential for equity in SMD-based sustain-
ability research since the scope and nature of sustainability ques-
tions is determined by who is asking them65. Deploying action 
research to bridge the digital gap between private and not-for-profit 
community and public organizations is one promising strategy for 
addressing this structural challenge119.

At the macro level, the uncertain social–ecological impacts of 
SMD research are an additional source of ethical concerns. The 
physical infrastructures and energy needed to sustain ever greater 
volumes of big data from social media and related research will 
be significant. Yet, by providing a finer-grained understanding of 
social and environmental change, SMD can also lead to more effec-
tively planned and coordinated human activities, thus enabling us 
to better preserve and restore the environment117.

Data analysis
Aggregating large volumes of data, such as user-generated data 
from social networks, could provide new insights into questions 
previously impossible to examine at larger scales, but it can also 
be misleading. Scholars should be aware that SMD research can 
suffer from a ‘majority’ bias — missing or misinterpreting behav-
iours of minority groups83, discussed at the beginning of this sec-
tion, or from ‘apophenia’, the identification of patterns where no 
patterns exist21.

Additional analytical challenges include the lack of validation 
studies of SMD research — partly due to a diffused fear-based resis-
tance to the use of SMD in the social sciences, the unverified quality 
of do-it-yourself research tools and designs, and the uncertainty of 
whether data analysts are professionals or amateurs unfamiliar with 
ethics codes for human-subject research105.

Further, intelligible units of analysis69 and interdisciplinary 
approaches120 are needed to ensure interoperability between SMD 
research and the work of public and private organizations advanc-
ing sustainability planning in cities. Future SMD research requires 
that researchers from different disciplines — computer scientists, 
computational social scientists, linguists, geographers, architects, 
urban planners and urban ecologists, among others — address SMD 
challenges in a transdisciplinary fashion30.

Finally, in addition to validation, big data from social media still 
present a few computational challenges that scientists will have to 
address. New data storage, transmission and analytics approaches 
are needed to tame the massive streams of largely unstructured, 
networked, and real-time SMD. Cloud computing, and its related 
functionalities, such as distributed file-storage systems (for exam-
ple, Hadoop, Google Drive and Dropbox), NoSQL databases, 
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parallel computing (for example, MapReduce), data indexing for 
large-scale spatial queries (for example, SpatialHadoop and B-tree), 
machine learning and visual analytics, offer emerging solutions to 
some of (spatial) SMD’s pervasive computational challenges121. 
Complexity of social networks can become less taxing in terms of 
software and hardware requirements through deploying new tools 
for massive social-network analysis122 and models for spatio-tem-
poral SMD analysis123.

Future directions
Our Review shows that experts in the emerging field of SMD 
research are in accord. To cope with current limitations of SMD, 
advances in methodology are needed. Reviewing existing research 
techniques and devising new ones is of critical importance, while 
also paying attention not to overestimate what can actually be done 
with SMD. Yet, some scholars contend that it is not only a matter of 
new methods, but also of new theories. To harness the many oppor-
tunities that the use of SMD in geography and spatial sciences opens 
up, for instance, there is a need to overcome the inherent limits of 
our cognitive capabilities through the development of new network-
based ontologies117. A greater public discussion of SMD research 
and its challenges is also warranted to ensure that SMD research 
effectively serves the public good119.

However, the opportunity to take advantage of new and mas-
sive data streams on human behaviour and perceptions is exciting. 
Ancillary to the growing volumes of publicly available urban data, 
SMD can offer city planners and engineers around the globe the 
opportunity to fill topical gaps and overcome the time lags affecting 
traditional census sources. Needs assessments and future-oriented 
planning can use SMD as a starting point for established forms 
of community engagement and participatory GIS science124,125. 
Because the pursuit of economic, environmental and social goals 
entails multiple trade-offs and compromises126, cities can leverage 
SMD tools to facilitate discussion about how weights and values are 
to be assigned to different aspects of city life (for example, afford-
able housing versus open space). Additionally, if SMD are to help 
cities to build a much-needed global urban science8, SMD-literate 
public officials and new spaces for big-data governance will have to 
be established.

There is much work remaining to overcome the existing chal-
lenges that face SMD and make the sector more amenable to the 
wide variety of research needs. Our Review suggests that the use 
of SMD for sustainability research is still confined to a subset of 
sustainability domains. Food insecurity, clean energy, quality edu-
cation and gender equality are among the spheres where the contri-
bution of SMD is yet to be fully tested. Culture, the fourth pillar of 
sustainability127, has also received scant attention by SMD research-
ers. There is ample room for original SMD research on how cities 
shape and are shaped by culture, which includes the arts as well as 
the meanings, perceptions and beliefs of urban citizens that must 
guide public action and governance strategies for sustainability.

Understanding the value of urban green space, as well as the use 
and social benefits associated with urban parks, is one additional 
area where SMD could provide new and important opportunities. 
Researchers have struggled for the last decade or more to bring val-
ues of nature more fully into planning, policymaking, and design 
and development opportunities6. Despite the rise of urban tree 
planting128,129 and slow but steady progress integrating green space 
into urban infrastructure130,131, fully accounting for the monetary 
value of urban green space for public physical and mental health, 
recreation, spiritual and aesthetic value, climate-change adapta-
tion, disaster risk reduction and more has been hampered by lack 
of temporally and spatially comprehensive data on people’s use of 
green space.

Though SMD is not necessarily a silver bullet for solving data 
gaps, it has the potential to play a strong part in providing new data 

streams that are temporally and spatially rich. To advance solu-
tions to challenges raised in early SMD research, further research 
is required to develop new analytical methods and bring SMD into 
wider use in research.

Some of the strategies for dealing with SMD challenges suggested 
in current literature point to the combination of SMD analysis with 
more-traditional research techniques such as focus groups and sur-
veys105 or the incorporation of action research and mixed-methods 
research designs in general97,119. Other strategies present specific 
tactics that researchers can deploy to mitigate or resolve a variety 
of issues related both to the representation and the representative-
ness of human thoughts and behaviour and how they play out in 
time and space. Researchers have already shown the merits of using 
SMD from multiple platforms simultaneously — such as Twitter 
and Flickr132; Twitter, Flickr, Instagram and Picasa31; or Facebook, 
Twitter and Foursquare47 — to achieve greater representativeness 
of their samples. Further, when using SMD to study people’s opin-
ions and behaviours, analysts have demonstrated that time-related 
inconsistencies of population representation can be effectively 
addressed by conceiving of the data as the result of a continuous 
opt-in panel rather than a ‘perfect’ cross-sectional survey85. Missing 
or inaccurate locations of SMD posts have also been shown to be 
a tractable problem, solvable through both high-tech approaches, 
such as using language-model algorithms to derive the location of 
a Flickr image through a user’s textual meta-data on Twitter93, and 
low-tech solutions, such as the manual verification of images with 
upload location errors27.

Overall, SMD researchers across different domains share the 
belief that, as with early polling techniques (for example, the ‘Dewey 
Defeats Truman’ headline incident in 1948), research tactics and 
techniques in social-media research will be increasingly improved 
and refined over time, leading to greater credibility and confidence 
in the field. The direct, almost real-time input that local administra-
tions can obtain from urban dwellers via SMD has the potential to 
establish new, more-meaningful connections between citizens and 
institutions, thus bringing improved synergies to the management 
of the urban ecosystem and the vital services it provides to humans 
and other living organisms in the city. Whose voices are being heard 
and how all urban communities can benefit from the new insights 
that SMD research provides are key questions that scholars will have 
to attend to as we lay the groundwork for a new domain in sustain-
ability research.

SMD have the potential to bring social data in line with more-
extensive environmental data such as satellite-derived spatial data 
and other sensor-based data already being used in social- and 
environmental-systems research. We suggest that pairing spatially 
and temporally extensive environmental data with SMD has the 
potential to revolutionize our ability to understand social–ecologi-
cal interactions and feedbacks in complex systems such as cities and 
urbanized regions6.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from 
the authors on reasonable request.
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